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UTILIZING RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE – BIOMASS
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Abstract. To meet the technological requirements concerning the efficiency of using the energy of fuel in biomass furnaces and the profitability of implementing new solutions, it is necessary to continuously modify and optimize the existing biomass heating systems. Boiler designs with modern biomass-fueled burners should be characterized by high energy and environmental efficiency. The amount of the heat obtained indicates the efficiency of the burning process. The quality of the burning process can be evaluated by means of the efficiency of the equipment that burns fuel. The higher the efficiency, the more energy is obtained from burning a unit of fuel. Inadequate technological solutions of heating systems result in elevated emissions of harmful substances into the atmosphere and reduction of the efficiency of the combustion process, which generates additional costs of using such systems. However, in this case, one must remember that, besides modern burner designs, minimization of environmental risks also necessitates selection of fuel of the proper quality and a properly selected flue gas exhaust system. This article presents the results of research and development work oriented towards designing and development of a modern, innovative burner for central heating boilers that will ensure high quality of the process of burning pelletized biomass fuels. The scope of pre-implementation research and development work covered: development of a burner design, performance of tests on the burner prototype, development of a control system – burner automation and preparation, and filing of a patent application for the burner.
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Introduction

Pollution of the natural environment concerns air, soil and water. Air quality is of decisive significance in the process of environmental pollution. Primary pollution introduced into the atmosphere (Carbon dioxide (CO₂), Carbon monoxide (CO), Nitrogen oxides (NOₓ), Sulphur dioxide (SO₂), total suspended particulates (TSP) as well as particulate matter PM₁₀, PM₂.₅, etc.) generate chemical compounds that have a destructive impact on other elements of the natural environment – soil and water. Air pollution is mobile, and because of this, under specific weather conditions, large areas of practically all components of the environment can be contaminated very quickly.

Numerous articles and reports concerning air pollution in Europe and its harmful impact on human health and the environment can be found on the website of the European Environment Agency (EEA) [1-6].

The interactive map of the pollution level around the world [7] can be used to check the value of the Air Quality Index (AQI) in individual cities around the world as well as the health implications corresponding pollution levels.

According to the data from the WHO, air pollution causes 6.5 million human deaths worldwide. Detailed data concerning the effects of air pollution on health can be found in reports and publications available on the World Health Organization’s (WHO) website [8-10].

In response to threats posed by air pollution, the European Union has undertaken legislative actions [11; 12]. The proposals put forward by the European Commission in the Clean Air Policy Package for Europe seem to be particularly promising. The goals laid down in this document concern achievement of full compliance with the existing legislation by 2020 as well as further improvement of air quality in Europe by 2030 and thereafter [11].

The primary source of anthropogenic pollution emissions are fuel burning processes for energy purposes, particularly those involving coal. Over 75 % of NOx and SO₂ emissions, approx. 70 % of CO emissions, over 75 % of particulate emissions and over 90 % of CO₂ emissions are generated by fuel burning processes [13].

The studies conducted in Poland show that over half of solid particles and over 90 % of benzopyrene originate from the chimneys of household furnaces (e.g., there are nearly 30 thousand such chimneys in the center of Kraków). Other sources of pollution are: street traffic, industrial plants.
and thermoelectric power plants [14]. This is due to the fact that the energy efficiency of installations burning solid fuel, particularly those based on outdated, traditional designs, is low and does not exceed 50% on an average annual basis. This causes excessive consumption of coal, wood and biomass. This consumption is greater than the demand for useful energy in apartments, single-family homes and public buildings. Moreover, in incomplete burning processes, organic and non-organic carbon-graphite compounds, ash and soot particles, which are harmful to health, are formed.

High toxicant emissions cause a high concentration of air pollution at the near-ground level, particularly in densely populated areas due to the low height of chimneys used in the residential construction sector (so-called low emissions). The coincidence of weather conditions fostering concentration of pollution (e.g., no wind, fog) causes smog to form, which contains sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon oxides, soot and particulate matter, all harmful to health. Smog is dangerous due to direct inhalation of polluted air and consumption of food contaminated by it.

Studies of the carcinogenicity of smoke generated by burning coal showed that it is comparable to that of the substances emitted from a coke oven battery and greater than that of cigarette smoke, 2.1; 2.1 and 0.003, respectively. The emission of dioxins, one of the strongest toxins, increases over 100-fold if plastics, rubber, etc. are burned or burned alongside solid fuels in a household furnace or central heating boiler [13].

In 2007, the European Commission started to work on defining the requirements of the Directive 2005/32/EC concerning eco-friendly designing of low-power burning systems – boilers/furnaces /fireplaces fired with solid fuels (coal and biomass). These actions are consistent with the objectives defined in the Green Paper, a European strategy for sustainable, competitive and secure energy and for increasing economic competitiveness [13].

Mandatory, more environmentally friendly furnaces and greater control over the coal that is supplied to the market are the government’s proposals for fighting air pollution in Poland. The new regulations under development by the Ministry of Energy and the Ministry of Development would enter into force in 2018 [15].

In relation to this, it is purposeful to design and implement modern burner designs for central heating boilers utilizing a renewable energy source – biomass. These actions should be focused on equipment that will ensure high energy efficiency and environmental protection while being convenient and cheap to use.

Materials and methods

The goal of the research and development work was to design and conduct pre-implementation tests of a burner for central heating boilers that will ensure high quality of the process of burning pelletized biomass fuels.

The burner for central heating boilers must meet the following conditions.

- Burner type – gasifying tube burner.
- Type of feeder for pelletized biomass – worm screw.
- Fuel – pelletized biomass, i.e. high quality pellets according to the standard [16].
- Type of hot water boiler for which the burner is dedicated – boiler designs that reach the parameters of burning class 3, 4 or 5 according to the standard [17].
- Burner dimensions – width x height x length – 442 mm x 465 mm x 840 mm.
- Supply voltage – 230 V.
- Burner power – 15 kW; 25 kW; 35 kW; 60 kW; 100 kW; 150 kW.
- Materials used to make individual covers of the burner chambers:
  - gasifying chamber – chamotte insert or heat-resistant sheet, e.g. H24JS,
  - mixing chamber – heat-resistant sheet, e.g. H26N4,
  - combustion chamber – boiler steel, e.g. P 265 GH.
- Emissions of harmful substances – lower than maximum values according to the standard [18].
- The burner automation should enable control of: the fuel feeder, pressure fan, exhaust fan, igniter, boiler temperature, feeder temperature, central heating temperature, hot water
temperature, external temperature, programmable room temperature, lambda sensor, central heating pump, hot water pump, mixing valve.

- The process of cleaning the gasifying chamber of the burner should be performed automatically at regular time intervals (cyclically).

High volatile content (65-80%) and the high reactivity of biomass necessitate the application of appropriate designs of combustion systems, central heating boilers/furnaces that would ensure conditions where the volatile products of biomass decomposition, which are emitted in a short time, are completely burned. This is why the boilers designed to burn biomass should essentially have two zones – the degasification zone and the zone for burning products of degasification.

The elements of the designed burner for central heating boilers are presented in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Basic elements of the designed burner for central heating boilers](image)

Pelletized fuel in the form of biomass is fed to the burner via the fuel inlet (1). The worm screw feeder (2) powered by the motor (3) transports the pelletized biomass onto the grate (4) located in the gasifying chamber (5). The gasifying chamber (5) is found in the air chamber (6). The electrical heater (igniter) (7) with the fan (8), which generates a hot air stream, is used to ignite fuel. The igniter (7) is switched on and off automatically via a controller based on the signal from the flame sensor (9), which detects the presence of flame or lack thereof in the gasifying chamber (5).

The fan (10) draws air from the surroundings, stoking burning of the biomass through the holes found in the grate (4). The gases generated in the gasification process from the gasifying chamber (5) travel through the internal pipe (11) to the mixing chamber (12), where they are mixed with oxygen. Oxygen travels to the mixing chamber (12) along with the air blown in by the fan (8) via the external pipe (13). Aftercombustion of the gaseous mixture in the mixing chamber (12) creates surplus of oxygen in the combustion chamber (14), which is found in the central heating boiler (15).
The process of cleaning the grate (4), located in the gasifying chamber (5), is performed automatically at regular time intervals (cyclically) using the controller – drive element system, i.e. the cleanout actuator (16) – cleaning element (17) – worm screw feeder of the ash remover (18). The ash remover worm screw feeder (18), driven by the motor (19), transports ash to the external ash pan (20).

A controller with a lambda sensor measuring the oxygen content in flue gas was applied to control the combustion process. This allows for precise dosage of the fuel-air mixture in individual stages of the biomass combustion process.

Fig. 2 presents the 3D model of the burner developed for central heating boilers. The model was made using SOLIDWORKS software.

![3D model of burner for central heating boilers](image)

**Fig. 2. 3D model of burner for central heating boilers**

**Results and discussion**

The goal of the tests of the prototype burner was to:

- Check the correctness of operation of the developed burner under real conditions (normal operating conditions);
- Check the quality of burning pelletized biomass fuels;
- Verify assumptions accepted at the burner designing stage.

The developed prototype of the burner for central heating boilers was subjected to the following tests:

- Monitoring of the burner operation, enabling analysis of the biomass combustion system operation under real conditions;
- Measurement of emissions of harmful substances: carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter.

Measurement of emissions of harmful substances, i.e. carbon monoxide (CO), was performed using an MRU Delta 653 flue gas analyzer. Measurement of particulate matter was performed using the gravimetric method.

The results of the tests of the prototype burner with a power of 25 kW, operating in a boiler, are presented in Table 1. The burner-boiler combustion system has class 5 flue gas purity according to the standard PN- EN 303-5:2012.

The results of the tests of the prototype burner showed:

- Correct operation of the developed burner under actual conditions (normal operating conditions);
- High quality of burning pelletized biomass fuels;
- Emissions of harmful substances at tolerable levels, in compliance with the standard [18].

The following was proved to be adequate:

- Accepted design assumptions;
- Developed burner design;
- Developed control system.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item no.</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test result / operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Checking the correctness of operation of the burner elements / systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.</td>
<td>Pelletized biomass transport system</td>
<td>Correct operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.</td>
<td>Automatic fuel ignition system</td>
<td>Correct operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3.</td>
<td>System for stoking the combustion process in the gasifying chamber</td>
<td>Correct operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4.</td>
<td>Automatic grate cleaning system</td>
<td>Correct operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5.</td>
<td>System feeding air to the mixing chamber</td>
<td>Correct operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Checking of the quality of the combustion process in the burner chambers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.</td>
<td>Burning of pelletized biomass fuels in the gasifying chamber</td>
<td>High quality of the combustion process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.</td>
<td>Aftercombustion in the combustion chamber of the gas mixture created in the mixing chamber</td>
<td>High quality of Aftercombustion process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Measurement of emissions of harmful substances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.</td>
<td>Carbon monoxide (CO)</td>
<td>50 mg·m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.</td>
<td>Particulate matter</td>
<td>25 mg·m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

1. The research and development work was oriented towards designing and developing a modern, innovative burner for central heating boilers.
2. The scope of pre-implementation research and development work covered: development of the burner design, performance of tests of the prototype burner, development of the control system – burner automation, as well as preparation and filing of a patent application for the burner.
3. As a result of the conducted research and development work, a modern, innovative burner for central heating boilers was developed ensuring high quality combustion of pelletized biomass fuels.
4. The burner’s compact design and overall dimensions allow it to be installed in the majority of solid fuel boilers.
5. When operating with boilers, the designed burner reaches the parameters of combustion class 5 according to the standard PN EN 303-5:2012. The fact that the burner-boiler system meets the criteria of class 5 of this standard is a positive indicator of its efficiency and purity of combustion.
6. Implementation of the designed burner will result in savings on fossil fuels and limited emissions from burning of fossil fuels.
7. To secure the intellectual property rights – industrial property rights, a relevant patent application has been filed. The subject of the invention is a burner for central heating boilers utilizing a renewable energy source [19].
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